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AURA CHARGING
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SPECIAL POINTS
OF INTEREST:

The Ultra Rad is Keypadbased radionic box which boasts a
high-energy core blasting out chi energy-- 24 hours a day, seven days a
week.
With all the psionic boxes out there,
what makes it different? For starters,
the Ultra-RAD pursues simplicity. No
complex maneuvers. Not fancy rituals.
No stickpads that just don't stick. No
dials that frustrate you till you pull your
hair out. We are sparing you all that.
Now, setting a trend is as simple as
focusing while punching in the key
pad. It's utmost convenience!
The Bottomline: We've designed the
Ultra Rad for the novice who wants
rapid results without the head scratching you get from more complex, highpowered machines.
INSIDE THE BOX
The energy-core fills up HALF the
radionic box. It is a matrix of powdered
quartz, three chi conducting metals ,
magnets, microchips, whole crystals,
royal jelly, healthful magnets and aqua
resin... all powered by a sizzling mobius loop.

With electricity, the energy-core radiates ten times as much chi energy as
when it is off. Perfect for those psidraining rituals like psychic seduction and remote influence! Oh... it's
great for weight loss regimens too!
OUTSIDE THE BOX
Deploying a keypad, we eliminate
doubt as you home in on the target/
trend of your manifestation. Simply
focus on the desired action and
punch in the first three numbers that
come to mind. The box then freezes
the numbers as structural links
representing your intent. You get
maximum accuracy and minimum
guesswork.
Three plates exists for your trend
and target and alternative target.
You simply put symbols on the
plates. Don't forget to focus while
putting the symbol on the plate.
Remember , also, to key in a three
digit code after each symbol. This
further refines the energy towards
your manifestation.

To further aid you, a scalar resonating crystal broadcasts your
thoughts on the wings of the ether.
In a hurry? Can't wait to seize those
dreams? You can easily boost the
output of the Ultra Rad by joining the
box with Jobet Claudio's ultra powerful MiniMe generator. On the left
side of the keypad is a baby jack
that easily facilitates the link-up.
Quadruple the power in a flash!
USAGE
1)
Plug in the unit. 6 to 9V is
ideal
2)

Get a symbol of your target
(like a picture of you) and a
symbol of your trend (like a
drawing of a bank vault). Get a
symbol of an alternative target
to receive energies that fail to
reach its destination (like a
rock or a mountain)

3)

Place the target on the top left
well plate. Focus on yourself
while hovering your fingers
over the buttons. The first
three numbers that come to
mind are the RIGHT numbers
that you should press. Often
this will appear in your mind.
Your gut also will tell you the

UNLEASH THE POWER!

• Chi Resonating Cell
• Amplification Coil

The circuit is designed to max the life
of your battery. Alternatively, you can
power it with an AC-DC Adapter, provided that it churns out 3V DC at 50mA
to 100mA.

the primary target rejects your
energy

right answer.
4)

• Tuning Interface
• 4V to 9V input voltage
• Fast Manifestation!

5)

Now place the trend on the
bottom well/plate. Focus on
what you want to happen to
the target while hovering your
fingers over the buttons. The
first three numbers that come
to mind are the numbers that
you should press. Often this
will appear in your mind’s eye;
your gut will tell you. Press the
numbers
Do the same for the alternative
target. This will divert energy
to another destination that
may backlash to you in case

6)

7)

8)

The combination of symbols
and structural rates from the
key pad should naturally give
you an accurate home-in on
your desired effects!
Leave and forget. DO NOT
think about the operation
anymore. Go about your regular business. If you keep thinking about your desires, you
hold back the energy.
Be confident that the universe
is already acting upon your

thoughts. You may shut of the
unit after 10minutes. Don’t
worry, the energy is still broadcasting as long as the symbols
are on the plate.. Ideal battery
energizing time is 15 min.
9)

Give a week for manifestation. Often you will receive
opportunities that lead to the
desired results. ACT UPON
THEM!!!

Have fun manifesting!

